Orthogonal adaptation and orientation discrimination.
The change in apparent orientation of lines and gratings induced by surrounding or preceding patterns of a different orientation (the tilt illusion and tilt after-effect) has been abundantly documented, but there is no unanimity about the effect of such inducing patterns on orientation discrimination thresholds. In particular, because inducing contours that are almost orthogonal cause the direction of the tilt illusion to reverse, evidence for an improvement of orientation discrimination with orthogonal adaptation has been welcomed on theoretical ground as supporting concepts of inversion of polarity of neural connection between cortical cells with oriented receptive fields for large orientation differences. In careful psychophysical experiments on human observers with several kinds of test and orthogonal adaptation patterns the average ratio of adapted/unadapted discrimination thresholds in paired sets of data was 1.027+/-0.13, which does not differ significantly from unity and hence constitutes evidence that orthogonal adaptation does not improve orientation discrimination.